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**Sri Lanka and the conflict**

Sri Lanka Timeline, BBC

No More Tears Sister: Anatomy of Hope and Betrayal," film broadcast on Public Broadcasting Service's Point of View, 2006

Peace and Conflict Timeline, Turning Points in the Sri Lankan Conflict

**Popular Websites for Current Events**

TamilNet

Official Government News Portal of Sri Lanka

University Teachers for Human Rights, Sri Lanka

**Important Articles**

Ilankai Tamil Sangam: Association of Tamils of Sri Lanka in the USA

GlobalSecurity.org report on end of Sri Lanka conflict

Amnesty International human rights report on Sri Lanka

"List of attacks attributed to the Sri Lankan military," posted on Wikipedia


"Nurturing a Nation on the Net: The Case of Tamil Eelam," by Ranganathan M., posted on IngentaConnect

"Eezham Thamizh and Tamil Eelam: Understanding the terminologies of identity," by Akazhaan, posted on TamilNet

**Pongu Thamil**

"Diaspora Tamils launch Pongu Thamizh 2008," posted on TamilNet

"'We want our land' - Second Pongu Thamil theme," posted on TamilNet

**Trojan women**

Dharmasiri Bandaranayake, posted on Wikipedia

"Sri Lankan artist speaks about death threats by Sinhala extremists," by Panini Wijesiriwardana, posted on World Socialist Web Site